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HTC Sensation XL Mobile Phone is one of the best selling phones available in the market. It has got
a big screen of 4 inches. Display of the screen is of 480 * 880 pixels. It comes in milk white color.
This color gives a very royal and mature look to the phone. If you want to make it a little funky then
you can add on some bright colored accessories to the phone. This will change the look of the
phone. So can keep the phone as you want and as per the occasion. Total weight of this handset is
162.5 grams. This phone works on 1.5 GHz processor. It works on 2G and 3G networks. This phone
has got a camera of 8 mega pixel. It has got many camera functions which include automatic
focusing and geo tagging feature. HTC Sensation XL Mobile Phone allows you to browse internet
with super fast speed, you can also do a Google search, predictive text messaging and lot more
things with this phone. This phone has got With LCD screen. This is the latest technology of HTC
handsets. This is a must buy phone, as the price of the phone is very reasonable if you compare the
features of the phone. But it is better to collect all the information about the phone and its features
before buying this phone. It will give you satisfaction and peace of mind.

HTC Sensation XL Sim Free is launched with many network operators. It is unlock with all the major
network operators. You can choose the operator as per your choice. Whichever network gives you
good connectivity and offers you good plans you can go with that network. HTC Sensation XL Sim
free is already launched by Vodafone, Virgin, T mobile and Orange. The sale of this handset is very
high so many other operators are above to launch this handset with the new offers.  You can get
best and hot deals with sim free deal. By this you can save a lot.  You can log on to online mobile
store and get information about the availability of the deals.
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Rubu Thomson - About Author:
Fones.com is a UK based online mobile portal that offers a HTC Sensation XL and other mobile
phone accessories. You can also find other details about a HTC Sensation XE with Specifications,
features & much more.
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